Celebrating 50 volumes
Revisiting ‘Assessing professional competence: from
methods to programmes’
Cees P M van der Vleuten

Editor’s note: As part of our 50th volume celebrations, Medical Education is looking back at its most impactful articles, as
defined by citation count. The most cited articles from each 5-year interval were identified and the original authors of one of
them (or other knowledgeable scholars if the original authors could not be found) were asked to comment on the state of the
field at the time of the publication, the impact of the article, and what we have learned since then. The article illustrated in
Figure 1 was one of the most cited articles in our journal in the 2002-2006 period. To see the other top-cited articles from
Volumes 1–50 please view the interactive PDF by visiting www.mededuc.com.

The 2005 paper to which the title of this piece
refers represented a landmark in my thinking
around assessment.1 It started, however, with an
earlier paper published in 1996, which has also
been cited frequently.2 The earlier paper identified five distinct quality characteristics of any
assessment method: reliability; validity; educational
impact; acceptability, and costs.2 Although these
five criteria have been used frequently in research
on assessment, this was not the main message of
the paper.2 Many other quality characteristics are
possible and are also mentioned in the literature.3,4 The central tenet of the paper2 was that
any single assessment method can never be perfect on all criteria and in reality assessment always
involves a compromise. Good assessment involves
a mindful choice about where and how to compromise. The nature of the compromise will
depend on the purpose of the assessment and the
assessment context. For example, the compromises
made in relation to a certification examination
will differ from those required in an in-training
assessment.

Any single assessment method can never be perfect
on all criteria and in reality assessment always
involves a compromise.
In the 2005 paper,1 we argued that any single assessment has such severe limitations that any single
measurement is really no measurement. For example, the paper contained a table showing reliability
data for classic and modern assessment methods
across all layers of Miller’s pyramid as a function of
testing time. Any assessment, old or new, objective
or subjective, standardised or unstandardised,
requires at least 3–4 hours of testing time to achieve
minimal reliability. Even with a reliability criterion
of 0.80, we should realise that 20% of the pass/fail
decisions we make may be false positives and negatives (depending on the distribution of scores in
relation to the pass/fail cut-off score). This naturally
leads to the question of when to optimise what. If
we can’t have it all in a single measure, can we then
have it all across measures? Shouldn’t we stop trying
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Figure 1 Title page from ‘Assessing professional competence: from methods to programmes’1

to optimise everything in a single measure and
instead optimise the collection of methods? This
line of thinking explains the second part of the
title: ‘from methods to programmes’. If we think
about optimising programmes and each method is
embedded in such a programme, we may actually
arrive at different compromises for each individual
method. For example, if we combine assessment
information across methods in an in-training assessment programme, we might compromise more on
the reliability of individual methods and less on
educational impact. I am aware of accreditation
practices which involve inspection of the reliabilities
of individual measures: if these are not high
enough, the schools in question are in trouble.
I shiver when I hear about such an absolute use of
a single psychometric measure. Here, one measure
(the reliability coefficient) is no measure. Rather,
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we should make a mindful choice of a combination
of methods in which compromises are justified in
light of the educational context and the purpose of
the whole programme.

If we can’t have it all in one single measure, can we
then have it all across measures?

The notion of optimising assessment programmes has
resonated in the assessment field, as evidenced by the
many citations of this paper.1 However, the paper1 also
denoted an agenda for further research and development. All assessment research during the period prior
to its publication focused on individual methods, and
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publications typically addressed reliability and validity
issues. The 2005 paper1 not only represented a call for
a shift in thinking, but also a call for a shift in our
research and development agenda.
Taking up this agenda, I worked with Liesbeth
Baartman on a set of criteria for assessment in competency-based education programmes.4 This led to a
self-assessment instrument for evaluating the quality
of assessment programmes.5 Later this work was
complemented by that of Joost Dijkstra when we
developed a set of education-neutral design guidelines for assessment programmes.6 These guidelines
are appropriate for any assessment context that has
at least two or more assessment elements. They are
also appropriate for a certification context. They are
truly guidelines, not prescriptions. As an example, a
very basic guideline is: ‘Decisions (and the consequences) should be proportional to the quality of
the information on which they are based.’6 A more
specific guideline is: ‘A rationale should be provided for the standard-setting procedures.’6 Such
guidelines serve as prompts for thinking, designing
and evaluating an assessment programme. In the
future, we hope to condense these guidelines further so that they can be used as a framework for
more formal evaluations or accreditations of assessment programmes.
In the meantime, assessment research in medical
education has continued to be very productive. In
an analysis of papers published in six high-impact
journals in the field over a 22-year period, assessment represented the topic most frequently
addressed.7 I noticed consistencies in that research,
such as when a qualitative researcher encounters
triangulation and even some saturation. Together
with a group of colleagues, I published these consistencies in 2010, designating them as ‘principles of
assessment’ and perhaps as ‘building blocks’ for the
further development of theory in the assessment of
professional competence.8 The principles were
divided into two classes for, respectively, standardised (the first three layers of Miller’s pyramid) and
unstandardised (the top of the pyramid) assessment.
An example of the first is ‘Validity can be built in’,
which points to the need for quality assurance
around item and test development. An example of
the latter is ‘Validity resides more in the users of
the instruments than in the instruments that are
used’, which points to the need to carefully prepare
users of the instruments (e.g. assessors and learners)
for their roles in the assessment. The principles
should more or less universally apply to all assessment situations.

These principles led me to think towards a more
theoretical framework around programmes of assessment, as well as through my experiences in actual
education practice. I was directly involved in setting
up new assessment programmes in my own school
and I also served as a consultant to many institutions. Some of these practices were very inspiring.9
My experiences in educational practice shaped my
view on assessment and learning. ‘Educational consequences’ were deliberately included in the 2005
paper,1 and the principle of ‘assessment drives
learning’ was very prominent in the 2010 paper.8 In
the assessment literature, the notion of assessment
for learning emerged.10 Assessment of learning often
leads to negative effects on learning and the educational system: learners strive for grades; learners
ignore feedback; learners engage in tick-box exercises, and learners beat the system by playing the
game. Many of our assessment practices are rather
reductionist and trivialise learning as a result. The
most conventional approach to assessment is to have
a course and an end-of course summative assessment. In the event of a fail, we take a mindless decision: repeat the test. We don’t look at what the
problem is, we simply say: show us again whether
you can surpass a minimum (!) standard. If another
failure ensues, we again take a mindless decision:
repeat the course. If a learner passes, the pass is
eternal and thus to that course and the topics covered in it the learner is considered to be ‘immune
for life’. There is very little information in such an
assessment system about the learner. This may be
appropriate for a mastery learning conception of
learning, which basically reflects a behaviourist view
of learning, but it does not accord with modern
views on learning. Modern education is more constructivist in nature or is based on socio-cultural
learning theories. Learners construct knowledge,
and apply, experience and practise knowledge in
action. Feedback, metacognition, reflection, selfmonitoring and self-directing are important concepts for lifelong learning. Modern curricula
address complex behavioural outcomes that are
learned in longitudinal and vertically integrated
curricular lines. The development of learners in
time is essential. However, given the driving effect
of assessment, these modern programmes will fail if
they continue to adhere to an outdated assessment
model.
Given the driving effect of assessment, these modern
programmes will fail if they keep adhering to an
outdated assessment model
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In my thinking, learning started to drive
assessment. Again with very influential colleagues,
I published a model or theoretical framework for
assessment programmes in 2012.11 Based on the
assessment principles and on a wish to bring into
and use more learner-centred information in the
assessment system, we presented a model which
optimises both the learning and the decisionmaking function of the system as a whole. Any
assessment is seen as but one data point. Pass/fail
decisions are decoupled from individual data
points. Each data point is maximally informative
to the learner and is information-rich. Decisions
are taken on the basis of many data points.
Learners are required to self-analyse and are
mentored as they do so. The number of data
points required is proportional to the importance
of the decision. High-stake decisions are taken on
many data points and a lot of rich information.
This information should tell a story about the
learner. For most learners this story will make
progression decisions easy, but for some the story
is less clear and a decision requires either much
deliberation or the collection of further data
points. The model may serve as a basis for
development and research, such as in a designbased research approach. The model may shape
practices and the practices may shape the model
further.
Assessment information should tell a story
about the learner

Although this model for programmatic assessment
is well received in educational practice, it is difficult to implement. It requires a cultural change in
our thinking around assessment. Teachers or
supervisors are given different roles in assessment
that may not lie within their existing repertoire.
Such a change requires a shift from a positivist
view of assessment to a more constructivist–interpretivist approach to assessment.12 Cultural
changes in education are not made overnight.
Problem-based learning, which required a similar
cultural change, has taken many years to develop.
Innovations move slowly, and so will programmatic
assessment.
Overall, the 2005 paper ‘Assessing professional
competence: from methods to programmes’1
represented an important step in a chain of think-
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ing around assessment. It is my firm belief that
medical education is quite unique in the area of
assessment. We have covered substantial ground. It
is exciting to be part of this community and to
watch as the field evolves. I wonder what the next
element in the chain will be.
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